




Milla&Milli is a 
celebration of design, 
a proclamation of 
love and an ode to 
Mother Nature, all 
joined together into 
astonishing pieces of 
solid wood furniture.
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One would say that beauty is a fleeting thing, but 
our new collection begs to differ. Eternel is a work of 
timeless belle, continuously bestowing its radiance on 
us like the life-giving sun that inspired its name.  

Uprooting the convention, Eternel creates its own 
legacy by joining the elements in a uniquely beautiful 
way. Like the bark enveloping a tree, or the fur 
hugging an animal, the meticulously crafted slats 
embrace the base and are jointed in a seamless 
fashion to present a mesmerizing pattern. A soothing 
monochromatic metal and velvety marble elegantly 
join, superbly playing the supporting role to the 
magnificent dark wood.  

Combining one of a kind idea and superior 
craftsmanship, Eternel is our heartfelt love letter to 
the might and beauty of solid wood. One that will last 
forever.

ETERNEL
shift the paradigm.

DINING TABLE

COFFEE TABLE

SIDEBOARD

BAR CABINET

BOOKCASE



ETERNEL
dining table

MATERIALS
solid wood, marble, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
ash

TABLETOP OPTIONS
marble

DIMENSIONS
w 220 cm, h 75 cm, d 130 cm
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ETERNEL
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MATERIALS
solid wood, marble, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
ash

TABLETOP OPTIONS
marble

DIMENSIONS
M w 70 cm, h 35 cm, d 70 cm 
L  w 120 cm, h 35 cm, d 70 cm

coffee table





MATERIALS
solid wood, marble, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
ash

DIMENSIONS
M w 180 cm, h 75 cm, d 47 cm 

ETERNEL
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sideboard





MATERIALS
solid wood, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
ash

DIMENSIONS
w 87 cm, h 200 cm, d 47 cm

ETERNEL
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bar cabinet





MATERIALS
solid wood, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
ash

DIMENSIONS
M w 180 cm, h 200 cm, d 47 cm

ETERNEL
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bookcase







Bloom is collection celebrating nature that blurs the 
lines between art and furniture. Bloom is flowers 
just sprung from the earth. Bloom is layering, curved 
volume lines, dim color palette, and surfaces begging 
to be touched; an intrinsic harmony of fluidity, 
sensuality and expression through materials. Bloom 
is solid walnut petals, immaculately assembled 
to exhibit the most elegant flow of annual growth 
lines; an embrace of a dim interior leaving merely a 
peekhole to see the firm metal structure. Bloom is the 
color black complementing smooth metal textures 
while contrasting the warm walnut tones. Bloom an 
upside-down perspective of the blossoming nature, 
with sliding doors and eternal shine of sahara noir 
black marble, devoured by all senses.wi

BLOOM
an ode to nature.

DINING TABLE

COFFEE TABLE

SIDEBOARD

BAR CABINET



BLOOM
dining table

MATERIALS
solid wood, marble, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
walnut, hornbeam, ash

TABLETOP OPTIONS
marble, HPL board

DIMENSIONS
w 180 cm, h 75 cm, d 180 cm
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BLOOM
noir

BLOOM
light



BLOOM
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MATERIALS
solid wood, marble, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
walnut, hornbeam, ash

TABLETOP OPTIONS
marble, steel

DIMENSIONS
M w 70 cm, h 40cm, d 70 cm 
L  w 100 cm, h 30 cm, d 100 cm

coffee table



BLOOM
noir

BLOOM
light



MATERIALS
solid wood, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
walnut, hornbeam, ash

DIMENSIONS
L w 240 cm, h 60 cm, d 50 cm 

BLOOM
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sideboard





MATERIALS
solid wood, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
walnut, hornbeam, ash

DIMENSIONS
w 90 cm, h 200 cm, d 45 cm 

BLOOM
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bar cabinet







Waves furniture series is unique because of the 
undulating texture of the surface of the wood. Parallel 
lines flowing on the surface create a play of light 
and shadow that captivates one’s attention. There 
are many associations – from deep water waves 
to furrows in fertile soil to purity of zen gardens – 
everyone is called to find their own. One thing is 
certain – the Waves collection furniture interacts with 
its user, calling for a moment of meditation by filling 
the space with peace.

WAVES
fine-tuned to perfection.

DINING TABLE

COFFEE TABLE

SIDEBOARD

BAR CABINET



WAVES
dining table

MATERIALS
solid wood, marble, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
walnut, ash

DIMENSIONS
M w 200 cm, h 75 cm, d 120 cm
L  w 240 cm, h 75 cm, d 120 cm
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WAVES
coffee table
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MATERIALS
solid wood, marble,

WOOD OPTIONS
walnut, ash

DIMENSIONS
M w 60 cm, h 35 cm, d 60 cm 
L  w 90 cm, h 25 cm, d 70 cm





MATERIALS
solid wood, marble, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
walnut, ash

DIMENSIONS
M w 180 cm, h 45 cm, d 47 cm 
L  w 240 cm, h 45 cm, d 47 cm

WAVES
sideboard
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MATERIALS
solid wood, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
walnut, ash

DIMENSIONS
w 90 cm, h 210 cm, d 42 cm 

WAVES
bar cabinet
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Offset series offers an unconventional approach to 
furniture – meandering contours of the design create 
an impression of perfectly balanced movements.  
The dominantly playful character of the meandering 
contours brings a surprising freshness to your 
perception of the space it occupies.

OFFSET
over the edge.

DINING TABLE

COFFEE TABLE

SIDEBOARD

BAR CABINET



OFFSET
dining table

MATERIALS
solid wood, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
oak, walnut

DIMENSIONS
M w 200 cm, h 75 cm, d 100 cm
L  w 300 cm, h 75 cm, d 130 cm
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OFFSET
coffee table

MATERIALS
solid wood, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
oak, walnut

DIMENSIONS
M w 100 cm, h 35 cm, d 50 cm
L  w 140 cm, h 35 cm, d 70 cm
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OFFSET
sideboard

MATERIALS
solid wood, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
oak, walnut

DIMENSIONS
M w 200 cm, h 70 cm, d 42 cm
L  w 260 cm, h 70 cm, d 42 cm
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OFFSET
bar cabinet

MATERIALS
solid wood, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
oak, walnut

DIMENSIONS
w 90 cm, h 210 cm, d 42 cm
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Frame is a furniture series that combines the strength 
and tenacity of metal with the fulness and warmth 
of wood in an attempt to form a creative blend of 
exceptional attractiveness. The dialogue between 
these primordial materials and neatly shaped 
surfaces creates an elegance that can be felt at  
first sight and at first touch.

FRAME
the bigger picture.

DINING TABLE

OFFICE TABLE

SIDEBOARD

BAR CABINET



FRAME
dining table

MATERIALS
solid wood, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
oak, walnut, ash

DIMENSIONS
M w 230 cm, h 75 cm, d 120 cm
L  w 308 cm, h 75 cm, d 130 cm
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FRAME
office table

MATERIALS
solid wood, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
oak, walnut, ash

DIMENSIONS
M w 140 cm, h 75 cm, d 60 cm
L  w 160 cm, h 75 cm, d 80 cm
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FRAME
sidebaord

MATERIALS
solid wood, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
oak, walnut, ash

DIMENSIONS
M w 191 cm, h 51 cm, d 40 cm
M w 254 cm, h 51 cm, d 40 cm
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FRAME
bar cabinet

MATERIALS
solid wood, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
oak, walnut, ash

DIMENSIONS
w 81 cm, h 170 cm, d 43 cm
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Supreme furniture series offers products
of extremely high quality – this series is
characterised by simple geometric shapes of
beautiful proportions and classic materials
integrated into a combination that gives the
furniture an air of modern monumentality.

SUPREME
the gold standard.

DINING TABLE

COFFEE TABLE

SIDEBOARD



SUPREME
dining table

MATERIALS
solid wood, marble, steel, 24 K gold leaves

WOOD OPTIONS
oak

DIMENSIONS
w 250 cm, h 76 cm, d 100 cm
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SUPREME
noir



SUPREME
coffee table

MATERIALS
solid wood, marble, steel, 24 K gold leaves

WOOD OPTIONS
oak

DIMENSIONS
w 100 cm, h 35 cm, d 92 cm
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SUPREME
noir



SUPREME
sideboard

MATERIALS
solid wood, marble, steel, 24 K gold leaves

WOOD OPTIONS
oak

DIMENSIONS
w 171 cm, h 42 cm, d 41 cm
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The pendant light Ola is best described as a 
combination of two materials interwoven in a 
hyperbolic line. Wood and metal united together in an 
integral whole with almost no interruptions, tracing 
an elegant shape of this lamp. 

Ola! is a greeting, Ola! is warmth, Ola! is joy.

OLA!
a warm hello to joy.

PENDANT LAMP



OLA!
pendant lamp

MATERIALS
solid wood, steel

WOOD OPTIONS
beech, ash

COLOR OPTIONS
black, white

DIMENSIONS
w ø40 cm, h 27 cm
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FoodWood series offers products for food preparation 
and serving made of 100% Croatian solid wood. 
Its shape respects the principles of simplicity and 
functionality and its form is characterized by 
minimal but interesting details.

FOODWOOD
a feast for the eyes.

PLACEMATS



MATERIAL
solid wood

WOOD OPTIONS
ash / color: natur / amber / dark

DIMENSIONS
M / L

WAVES
placemats

FOODWOOD COLLECTION
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The origin of

beauty



We truly live&breathe design. We love it, respect it, 
encourage it, promote it. We put it at the forefront 
of everything we create and with the help of 
meticulous craftmanship, we build our story 
through it. 

And the „master builders“ are, of course, our 
designers. Doing what they love and loving 
what they do, they keep matching the highest 
expectations of Milla&Milli customers.   
Not the ones to meddle with trends, they never let 
up in their pursuit of fresh and original ideas. 

Meet our leading designers, Jelena Lukac Kirš and 
Jakov Šrajer, and the company’s art director,  
Maša Vukmanović. 

A CELEBRATION
of design
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Milla&Milli started out as a brainchild of two 
artlovers; a shared dream of two souls in love with 
design, wood and each other. And to this day, that 
love and passion is still clearly embodied in every 
masterpiece we create. 

Not the ones to talk much about themselves, our 
owners prefer to lead by example and leave the 
spotlight to our amazing collections.

Meet Ksenija and Ivić Pašalić, two halves of one 
Milla&Milli heart and the driving force behind 
everything you have seen and read so far in this 
catalogue. 

A PROCLAMATION
of love
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We consider ourselves as doers first, talkers second. 
So, our ode isn’t one of words, but of heartfelt and 
decisive action. And one you are invited to join. 
Our pledge is to create new life, to plant a new 
tree for every piece of furniture you buy. Thus, the 
park forest growing around our facilities stands 
as a living and breathing reminder of our shared 
mission — to protect and respect our Mother 
Nature.

Our actions don’t stop there, as we also practice 
the „no log left behind“ policy, using every scrap of 
raw material for various products in our mother 
company. Highest ecological standards in all 
aspects of our business are not just something we 
do, it is what we truly believe in. 

AN ODE
to Mother Nature 





We are blessed to have direct access to finest 
Croatian wood, allowing us to create exclusively 
with solid wood. Thus, we are encouraged to 
explore and push the boundaries of what can be 
done in the world of designer furniture. 

This uncompromising approach has quickly 
earned us international recognition as pioneers 
and a place at the most prestigious fairs and 
design exhibitions.

Listed below, you will find a list of numerous 
awards our products have won over the last 
years, with many more yet to come. 

We are blessed to have direct access to finest 
Croatian wood, allowing us to create exclusively 
with solid wood. Thus, we are encouraged to 
explore and push the boundaries of what can be 
done in the world of designer furniture. 

This uncompromising approach has quickly earned 
us international recognition as pioneers and a 
place at the most prestigious fairs and design 
exhibitions.

Listed below, you will find a list of numerous 
awards our products have won over the last years, 
with many more yet to come. 

A CREATIONA CREATION
like no otherlike no other
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FURNITURE DESIGN
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The origin of beauty


